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Many WCKA Members enjoy the

Third Annual 

Metal Art Show and Sale 
at the Reynolds - Alberta Museum in Wetaskiwin, AB

By my count there were 21 WCKA members with tables or visiting this wonderful event
featuring metal art of all descriptions.  Read more about this event along with many 
photos elsewhere in this newsletter.



President's Report:

Gerry Kievit     
780-662-3821      

      
gkievitknives@hotmail.com

 I would like to start this edition of the President's report on a happy note. Just on my 
way down from a Metal Art Show high.

A huge thank you goes out to Jim Takenaka and his staff at the Reynolds Alberta 
Museum in Wetaskiwin. They did an awesome job of hosting another great show. Very 
busy weekend with a good turnout. I myself feel privileged to be a part of this event for 
the third year in a row because it gives me the opportunity to educate the general public 
on what goes into making knives. There was a lot of interest from people wanting to 
know how Damascus steel is made. It also gave me the opportunity to pick up some tips 
and tricks from my fellow makers.

On a bit of a low note, I was informed that Jim Clow will not be hosting the Hammer In 
next year. As we all know, Jim is a very busy man. He has many business commitments 
and also a loving family. Thanks, Jim, for all the time and effort that you and Bev 
invested in hosting the four Hammer Ins.  Always an awesome experience.

So now I'm sending out the word that we are looking for somebody that is willing to 
host a hammer in or symposium. Preferably someone with some yard space for 
overnight campers and some shelter that can be used as shop space. Possibly even if two
or three people would like to co-host the event. If anyone is interested, please get hold 
of the WCKA and we can post it in the next news letter. Thank you in advance.



Member Profile  Susan and Allen Neal – Neal Knives and More 

I It is not often that you find a couple who share a passion 
for the art of knifemaking, but one that is active in the 
WCKA is Susan and Allen Neal from Raven, Alberta. 
Together they call themselves Neal Knives and More. I 
was fortunate enough to have a chat with them at the last 
Hammer-In in Tilley, AB. 

Susan has done many things in her life and is a 
journeyman appliance technician. She enjoys problem 
solving and doing things with her hands. Allen is a full 
time farmer.

In 2010, Susan and Allen came to the very first Hammer-
In in Tilley and Allen was lucky enough to win the 

hammer that was donated by Ed Caffrey. Because Allen is left handed, he asked if he could exchange it for a left 
handed one.  Ed suggested that they visit him in Montana to do that. They spent a whole day in Ed's shop, and 
Susan was instantly intrigued by the whole process of knife making. Around the same time, they were invited by 
the Clows to spend a weekend with them at Tilley. Several people were there including Dennis Paish. While 
Susan and Allen were working on a project together, Jim Clow recognized Susan's mechanical abilities and 
suggested that she make damascus along with Allen. She did and loved it! Making damascus is one of the 
hobbies that the Neals enjoy doing together. 

That same weekend she worked on her first knife with Jim doing the profiling of the blade, Dennis showed her 
how to use a hollow grind jig and Jim helped with the scales. Ed helped her finish it, and later Roger Hatt 
showed her how to sharpen it. Susan has continued to make knives and develop her skills. She especially enjoys 
working with the wood handles and has perfected a crazy glue finish which is quite beautiful. 

Because knives take quite a bit of time to do, and time restraints have come into play, Susan has started to make 
pens with these wonderful wood handles. Dennis Paish was instrumental in getting her started on this craft. The 
pens are quicker to complete and warmer to work on in the winter. 

A real bonus to this, is that Susan can go into the shop with Allen and they can work together with her using up 
much of the smaller wood pieces and sanding scraps. Recently, Susan has expanded to use acrylics in her pens, 
and is experimenting with elk and deer antler. 

Allen got the knife making 'bug' in 2008, when he was sitting around a campfire with Dave Gibbs. Dave 
convinced Allen to go to Terry Lee's shop to make a knife under the tutelage of Ed Storch. Because Allen had 
always loved knives right from the time he was a young child, he didn't need much convincing! Allen said that 
within 10 minutes of starting the course, he wanted his own tools, which he managed to make or buy within a 
year. He says that he has learned the basics by making knives with files and hand tools. It has been a steep 
learning curve and he is pleased that he has continued to grow and develop his skills from then to the present. He
makes hunting, paring and other kitchen knives.

His main influences have been Dave Gibbs, Rod Ridley, Roger Hatt, but by far the most influential has been Jim 
Clow. He mainly uses stainless CPM 154 or ABEL steel on his blades, and also likes to use damascus for special 
knives. 

Allen makes knives strictly for the fun of it and to improve himself artistically, but it is rewarding to sell the odd 
one too. He sells mostly through 'word of mouth', and through their website. 

If you ever have the opportunity to see the products that this couple produce, you will agree that they are of high 
quality and reasonably priced. Keep up the great work, Susan and Allen!! www.nealknivesandmore.ca



OVER ONE THIRD OF EXHIBITORS WERE KNIFEMAKERS AT THE 3RD ANNUAL METAL 
ART SHOW AND SALE – submitted by Jim Takenaka

Whew! Another Metal Art Show and Sale enters the history books….

On the weekend of September 20 and 21, 2014, the Reynolds-Alberta Museum in Wetaskiwin, Alberta presented
its 3rd annual Metal Art Show and Sale. Among the 45 metal artists in attendance, were 16 custom knifemakers. 
And for six of them, it was their first time at the Metal Art Show and Sale. What a great weekend! As much work
as it is to put together, it pays off in droves, at least in my mind. Over one-third of the total exhibitor-artists were 
custom knifemakers. Yes, we’re slowly taking over the show!

This year, we had more visitors, more artists and more sales. I think it’s safe to say that the Metal Art Show and 
Sale will be a regular annual offering at the Reynolds-Alberta Museum every September.

I’m always amused when certain exhibitors don’t want to be positioned too close to someone else who is 
displaying a similar type of art. They don’t want the side-by-side competition, they say. Yet the knifemakers all 
clamour to be together. Visiting with each other seems to be the first priority. Selling knives is secondary, 
although everyone has fun showing off their latest creations.

Here’s the list of the knifemakers in attendance (in alphabetical order so no feelings get hurt) this year…

Clare Broeksma Irv Brunas Bob Campenot
Wayne Hamilton Roger Hatt Cal Heinrich
Gerry Kievit Greg Lightfoot Vern Lynes
Allen and Susan Neal Morris Nesdole Rod Olson
Ed Storch Larry Strandquist Garth Thompson 

Current WCKA President, Gerry 
Kievit, chats with visitors.

Past President of WCKA, Roger Hatt and wife 
Diane sold some knives. Roger got a little carried
away with the whole selling thing. You can see 
him here getting ready to sell his wrist watch to 
this customer! (Just kidding!)



  

Bob Campenot and wife Mary Kay were new 
to the Metal Art Show and Sale this year. 
Bob’s a really talented knifemaker as you can
see.

Allen and Susan Neal of Neal Knives and 
More displayed not only custom knives, but
handcrafted pens as well.

Newcomer Cal Heinrich displays his knives 
beside veteran exhibitor Larry Strandquist, 
while yours truly enjoys the view!

Clare Broeksma can always be counted on 
when it comes to creating quality cutlery. 
(Some of his display stands would also 
make great knife scales!)

Morris Nesdole (left) of Willow Ridge Knives 
made his return to the Metal Art Show and 
Sale after having to miss last year’s event. 
Good to have you back Morris!

Wayne Hamilton, new to the Metal Art Show
and Sale this year, certainly brought some 
great looking cutlery. Wayne also joined the 
WCKA – Welcome to the Club!



Ed Storch, pictured below, from Mannville, Alberta had the distinction of being the very first exhibitor to
submit his application for this year’s Metal Art Show and Sale. It arrived in January. Ed should win a 
prize!  In the background are knifemakers Greg Lightfoot and Rod Olson

Garth Thompson of SGT Blades and son, Zach, 
displayed some impressive swords along with their knives.

--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->--->-

Irv Brunas and wife Lois, from Regina, are two 
other regulars who we look forward to seeing 
every year.



Unfortunately, two of our regular knifemaking members had to bow out at the eleventh hour. Rob and
Marilyn Ridley of Canadian Knifemaker Supply Ltd. and Jay Kemble of Kemble Knives weren’t able
to join us this time around, but are hoping to be back next year.

And yes, there will  be a next year. The tentative
dates for  the next  Metal  Art  Show and Sale are
September  19  and  20,  2015.  Over  the  next  few
weeks, I’ll be putting together the  Call for Artists
and the Exhibitor Application form.

Editor's note:  Roger and I would like to thank Jim for all
his hard work to make this show such an interesting and fun
one.  In the three years since it began, it has attracted almost

three times the artists to display their wares, and the amount of people to visit has increased by volumes.  The Museum itself
is amazing.  If you haven't attended yet, we would strongly recommend it, either as a vendor or as a visitor.  Thanks, Jim,
for a terrific job!!

Rod Olson from High 
River, Alberta. Lots of 
beautiful, smooth working 
pocket knives lined Rod’s 
table.

Greg Lightfoot from Kitscoty, Alberta had
some super folders, built to be worked 
hard, but also looking like extreme 
jewelry.

Greg also became a member of the 
WCKA – Welcome to the Club!!



George's News from the North:  submitted by George Roberts

The Gals' knifemaking workshop 
at the Jackson Lake Healing 
Camp were part of a group of 
Ladies who went to the camp and
stayed for awhile, living simply 
and away from cell phones, 
computers, t.v. and other modern 
distractions.  They learned life 
skills as well as practical skills 
such as knife making, taught by 
George Roberts.

 Jackson Lake Land Base
Healing Camp -

 Sept.2014



“Healing happens 
when one person 
speaks and 
another listens”  
quote from one of the 
counsellors at the camp.



What is your favourite tool in your shop?

Editor's note:  Each month I like to feature a tool that is a favourite of a WCKA member.  This month,Alessio is
thrilled to share one of his favourites with me.  

To be honest, it is difficult for me to
choose a ‘favourite tool’ because I
am very much enjoying using my
new tools and equipment and
learning how to use them in specific
applications! With that being said, I
am very happy to have recently
acquired my TIG welder from a
friend. It will open up many
opportunities that will allow me to
go back to what I know of my trade
and implement techniques and
procedures that I actually learned in
my blacksmithing apprenticeship in
Switzerland. Although I appreciate
influence from other craftsmen, I
draw my confidence not by learning
from others, but by going back to
what I know! My approach to knife
making is unique and my TIG welder
will allow me to reach new heights!

Hatt's Hints: When putting pins in a handle to be used as a part of the integrity of the 

handle, and not just for decoration, drill the holes a tiny bit larger than the pin itself.  This 
way, when you put the epoxy in, there is room for you to move the pin back and forth to 
ensure the epoxy will get everywhere for strength. 

Some
interesting
'eye-candy'

at the Storch
Table



More photos from the Metal Art Show and Sale

Introducing the WCKA Raffle Knife by featured Maker Rod Olson
Rod has finished the knife that our 
club will raffle off in 2015.  It is a 
beauty... this photo does not do it 
justice.  Ron and Linda Nelson have 
generously offered to organize the 
raffle again this year, so you can be 
expecting a better photo in upcoming 
newsletters.

This knife is Rod's model M9-Urban 
Tac with a Damasteel Damascus 
blade, Mammoth Ivory Inlays and 
Annodized Titanium Body Pivot and 
Spacer.  It is valued at $700.00.

Rod can be reached at rod.olson@hotmail.com or visit his website at olsonfolders.com  Thanks, 
Rod... its amazing!!



Jay and Darlene West came by in August for a short visit to the Hatts.  Jay was happy to 
share some of his works of art, while wife Darlene, relaxed in a chair on the deck.

When Darby Grady visited in July, Roger helped him do 
some finishing work on a folder he had made with another
knifemaker in the States.  

The Nelsons and the Hatts went to Cec and
Vi Harder's in Westbank.  Here the men are

looking through Cec's very tidy shop!
Mel Long, Roger and Jay Kemble visit in 
Cardston in August.

This and That... Here and There....



...and some final thoughts from the editor:

The fish are spawning in the Shuswap, the days are getting shorter and the nights have a 
touch of frost... I guess autumn is officially in full gear. 

The Wetaskiwin Metal Art Show and Sale was once again amazing.  Not only were the 
artistic displays beautiful, but the setting and scenery were great.  This Alberta sunset was 
taken just by the Reynold's Museum on the Friday night when we arrived.

I agree with the sentiments of WCKA President, Jerry, on the Hammer-In not being held at 
the Clows this coming year.  We owe Jim and Bev bushels of thanks for hosting this event 
for the past four years.  You guys are one of a kind!!  Now it is up to the WCKA 
membership to brainstorm where we can hold a similar event, or a get together of some 
kind where members can share their skills and show off their talents.  Think about it, and 
let your WCKA executive know your ideas so they can help make it happen!!

Thank you to the Neals, Alessio Zilli, Rod Olson, Jim Takenaka, and George Roberts for their
contributions to this edition of the newsletter.  I look forward to receiving stories from 
those of you who 'promised' something in the past.  Also photos are always welcome!

My email is dianehatt@hotmail.com


